HIRSCH HOLZINGER  (A)
cloth dealer in Feuchtwangen
born 13 Dec 1827 Feuchtwangen, died 27 Jun 1896 Feuchtwangen
(grave 0166 in Schopfloch)
father = Gabriel Meyer Holzinger (born 1795, married since ca 1825)
moved ca 1860 ?

FANNI  (B)
born ca 1839, died 25 Oct 1898 Feuchtwangen
(grave 0154 in Schopfloch)
mother = Telz (according to grave inscription)

ONE CHILD SO FAR KNOWN (born in Feuchtwangen):

(01) EMMA  07 Feb 1868 – 21 Oct 1933 (died in Feuchtwangen)
buried in Schopfloch – grave 0007
married before 1895
Adolf (Abraham) Eppstein from Moenchsroth
merchant in Feuchtwangen
in company with Max Holzinger
23 Sep 1863 – 13 Feb 1937 (died in Feuchtwangen)
buried in Schopfloch – grave 0001
parents = Simon Eppstein (grave 0316) +
wife Sophie nee Regensburger

(A) Grave inscription mentions Hirsch Holzinger as "Naphtali =
son of Gavriel".

(B) Grave inscription mentions Fanni as "Feigel = daughter of Telz"